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PORTRAIT OF A CONTEMPORARY 
1918 

BY F. V. KEYS 

He awoke from a sleep so deep that he seemed to rise 
out of the well of primal oblivion for the first time to the 
surface of consciousness. His lids remained closed. His 

eyes opened inward upon the scene where there is no need 

of the sun for seeing clear?the world in which the blind roam 
while their feet stumble in the sunlight. 

His mind was extraordinarily lucid, but a vague depres 
sion hovered about its fringes. It was as if one part of him 
shrank from what another part of him was about to see. 

He knew this apprehension. It had beset his waking for 
months after his mother died. She had been a dreadful, an 

incalculable loss to him. With her had gone not only his 
hold on his childhood, on his youth, but his maturity itself. 

His sense of continuity with his own history had snapped. 
It was years now since her death. But this facing of the 

void in her place had become a sort of habitual pain accom 

panying the entrance into a new day. 

To-night, however, he did not think of her. The hover 

ing apprehension in the wings did not have immediate refer 
ence to the strange loneliness which now represented her on 

the stage of his life. Instead, he recognized it as the shadow 
thrown across the world by the Great War, and under that 

eclipse he saw the general life of man continuing as some 

thing vague and slight and negligible. Above all his own. 
And he recalled that Shakespeare, when not quite fifty, had 

spoken of human life as a dream, in accents that excluded 
all doubt as to whether he really meant it. A dream, rounded 

with a sleep. What passion he had put into living, to see it 
as dreamlike in the end I It was an observation that escaped 
him involuntarily, in the hearing of two young people, two 
innocent and happy young people, and he had straightway 
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asked their pardon. That was why people who knew him 
called him gentle. Yes, Shakespeare. He had no bitterness 
at the end, for he had mastered life. It had worn threadbare, 
but not he. He had imposed on it something of his own 

power, he was leaving it peopled with ageless beings, forever 

richer, lovelier, nobler for his having passed here. While he 

himself, who once had hoped humbly to serve life, had secretly 
believed he could prevail on life to use him in her service, 
he had been passed over, rejected as one of the horde of the 

simply obliterated, life's padding, the refuse she flung into 
the maw of oblivion. He had never wanted success. He had 

only wanted to serve. To vindicate by even one jot or tittle 
of something precious and lasting the pain of his birth, the 

long travail of his prime, the chill shadow of the approaching 
end. And now his days were passing under that shadow, 
and he knew that his hope had been false, and that he had 
failed. 

Then suddenly the thought of his mother leapt into his 
mind. As long as she was with him in the world, even though 
for long spells he did not see her, he had never felt this way 
about life. He had never really understood the tragic mean 

ing of that word of Shakespeare's. Before, he used to repeat 
it often to himself, as if it was a sort of lullaby, and he 

would read it to others, impressively enough. Now, his lips 
shrank from it, as from bitter ashes. Yet it was not a bitter 

word. There was music, subtle as of the spheres, in the utter 

ance of it. That was because Shakespeare had mastered life. 

While he was one of the nameless ones life had worsted. 
Yes, he had been defeated in the struggle. Life had taken 

him and beaten him out of shape. For everyone, except for 

his mother. When she looked at him, he saw mirrored in her 

eyes the boy who was gone forever when her eyes closed. 

That boy had lived on in his breast so long as she was there 
to see him, question and answer him, laugh with him and at 
him, and love him, in the old first way. She had never mis 
taken him for the sort of being he had been turned into, that 

travesty of himself whom others saw and fancied that he was, 
and which was all that was left of himself now. She had seen 
it all,?the hurts he had taken in the struggle, from the 

deepest spiritual wounds even to the mere mannerisms his 
calling had betrayed him into, the mental attitudes and poses 
he had passed through which were at bottom alien ones, the 

hardening of his fibre in the exposure to assault,?all that 
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she was aware of but had not misunderstood, even when the 

consequences had made her suffer most. These were all just 
so many accidents to her, non-essentials, like measles in his 

childhood; underneath, his nature preserved for her its real 

complexion. And so long as she was there, it did for him. 
Whatever defeat he suffered, however often he failed to 

affirm himself, ideally, with her still there he felt it only as a 

temporary set-back in the long campaign in which he had 
enlisted as a high-spirited volunteer, following the irresistible 
call of his nature. In those far-off days he saw an endless 
task before him, and an endless energy in working on it. He 
never reckoned with old age, with a decline in life before the 

ending of it. He saw himself as a veteran, leading on youth 
to the attack, the last trench in sight, ultimate victory assured. 

Night might be on his head, but dawn was in his bosom. He 
felt his spirit ageless. Then came, not what he thought life 

was certain to be, but what it was. 

He looked down a long vista. Scenes and people came 

and went, some lingering, others rushing past him, some just 
casual and insignificant, others the determining ones in his 

history. All gradually settled back into a faint procession. 
As it drifted past he looked with apathy and weary indiffer 

ence at the faces of his friends, people who had been at one 

time or another the ruling influence in his thought and speech 
and action ; and at the face of his wife, who had known of him, 
like the rest, only her notion of him. And he remembered 

her death, so quiet and almost conventional, when he was 

working under almost intolerable pressure, and how he had 

scarcely realized that there was a change. 
There was onfe of the unthinkable things : that he should 

have felt no spiritual loss when he lost his wife. It was one 
of the things that might happen to other people, but never 
to himself. And it was that sort of thing that had gradually 
battered him out of recognition. It was the awful sameness, 
at least the apparent sameness of the things that befell him 
with the things that befell other people that made him lose 
his spiritual identity, with the loss of all spiritual distinction. 

But that this sameness in the quality and meaning of his 

experience was not merely apparent, but real, had never 

occurred to him until he was left with no other witness to the 
difference than himself. At first there were his friends. But 
one by one they had given him to understand, by this or that 
token, or by mere falling away, that he no longer signified 
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for them, that he had become insignificant. Till finally only 
one remained, one whom he had often neglected, often 

wounded, for the belief he had given these very friends, his 
mother. She had not been able to follow him in his flights, 
to understand his admirable reasons, to applaud just at the 

right moment when he made his 
" 

points," as his friends could. 
But she believed in him. And he had come back to the 

anchorage of that belief. And at that moment she died. 
What a legion they were, just they two, against the whole 

uninitiated world! And since, it was only his own breast, 
defenceless, that offered its yawning breach to the world, the 
world that pushed in and looked over his soul as it would a 

bargain counter, picking up and throwing down its offerings 
with a shrug, as who should say, humph, just another one of 
ourselves,?and so out again, leaving his soul empty and 

deflowered, dim and dusty as a fane where a vain idol lay 
broken. And there was a silence in it as if no living voice 
would ever be heard in it again. 

He lay prone on his back, and with a strange deep calm 
of unconditional surrender he felt the darkness creeping and 
settling into the weary lines and wrinkles on his forehead, 
his aching temples, his tired and drawn lips, as if, with in 

tangible pressure, Night was taking the death-mask of his 

spirit. For all that was himself, his inner delight and pain, 
the knowledge and ideas he had made really his own, seemed 
to drop away from behind his features, and leave there only 
the hollow shell on which men read the signs they themselves, 
not he, had put there. Not his enemies,, for he knew of none 
that signified ; but his friends. 

What tyrants they had been, except for a moment, in 
the dawn and promise of acquaintance ! How they had seized 
on the likeness between him and them to arrogate to them 
selves the right to thrust their own particular mold upon his 
features 1 And if it would not fit, to shout or whisper, as 
their temper suited, the word traitor. The idealists were the 

worst. The plain people who took things and men as they 
were, and had liked him in a general easy way, for just what 
he was, they and their casual friendship, or their practical 
friendship, had left no sting behind. In that quarter there 

was at least a steady friendliness, and there was the plain 
balance of simple good offices given and received. Many 

men were content with such, and never asked for more. He 
had required both far more, and far less, of his friendships: 
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he wanted spiritual affinities, subtle harmonies of heart and 
mind, companionship on the great excursions when the soul 

sets out to explore the mysterious region of its pole. And 

beyond this, nothing; none of the good turns that are the 
common currency among so-called friends. And so the ideal 

ists had had their way with him. He remembered how volun 

tarily he had yielded up his faith to them, these visionaries 
of the new material heaven on earth they were building up 
out of their repudiation of the world as it was. They had 

accepted his faith, but that did not satisfy them. They had 
wanted his soul. 

" 
Ideas," they cried, 

" 
ideas are eternal. 

They never change, nor shall we. Commit yourself to us, 

therefore, without reserves. Let us have your living soul." 

No, he was wrong. They had never put it into words, or 

tokens that he could understand, and reject. It was all a 
subtle taking-for-granted. There was the intoxicating dis 

covery of a sort of common identity, at the beginning, and 
the assumption that the whole future course of their spirit 

would be also identical. And then came the moment when 
the intolerance they showed what they called the 

" 
world 

" 

was turned on him. There was the first jealous detection of 
the first faint difference of opinion; then the growing suspi 
cion, cold, malignant; the sudden fierce accusation, and the 
infamous charge of betrayal. He saw them now for what 

they were, the spiritual children of the Inquisition, the Grand 
Inquisitors of the time, the incorruptible guardians of the 
only true faith, the inveterate heresy-hunters, the apologists 
of every knave who professed their faith, the implacable im 
pugners of every motive, every act that did not acknowledge 
their creed. They had abandoned hell, but they caught the 
souls of men and damned them for their sojourn on earth. 

They had betrayed freedom in the name of freedom. They 
cried havoc on dogma, on the old moldering dogmas that were 

dropping away from men, and substituted their own brand 
new formulas, warranted for eternity. They had stifled 
doubt, and question, and all the rich variety of nature. They 
would turn the soft soil of the soul, spangled with a thousand 
flowers, into a mosaic of their own patents. 

And by some whimsical association there swam by the 
vision of the German scientist regularly writing his Monistic 
Sunday Sermons about mankind as a collection of gases. 
Then suddenly he was in the hall where an international con 
gress of Free-Thinkers was holding a session, under a pansy 
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for an emblem, which at first he had mistaken for a skull; 
and he heard a young man urging the need of something 
corresponding to what the Church called Seelenf?rsorge, and 
listened again to the long wrangle about how that should be 
rendered into French, and how it finally went into the min 
utes as charge d'?mes. 

How had he ever come to wandering into such places, on 
a quest for spiritual companionship? But that was long ago. 

Why should there be a sort of special nurses for souls? 
Was it just because there were so many eager to thrust their 

souls into another's keeping, that made others so intent on 

looking after them, so that the psycho-analyst could step into 
the confessional when the priest left it? Even he himself had 
had souls thrust upon him. But the matter went deeper than 
the egoist's or the weakling's passion for spiritual coddling. 

There was the dreadful fact that people took cruel spiritual 
hurts, so cruel that the mere fellowship between man and man 
was not sufficient to enable people to bear them. And there 
was the fact to be reckoned with that men inflicted these 
spiritual wounds involuntarily, unconsciously. He himself 

was not innocent. How had he ever got the power over other 

people they showed he had by the way he made them suffer, 
without his being able to help them? If there was one wrong 
he shrank from more than another, it was that of tyrannizing 
over another spiritually. For he knew in his own person 

what it meant to the victim. Atonement. The idea was born 
when man sought to right a spiritual wrong. But every way 
of atonement was foolishness if it added to the suffering. He 
remembered a sermon that had stuck in his memory, or rather 
the opening of it, which was all etymology. The preacher 

was a young fellow, determined to be original. But it was 

beyond etymology, let alone the singular twist in reasoning 
that would lay the task of atoning on the creature instead of 
on creation. 

What was responsible in the end for the human shambles 
of to-day, if not creation? For the horror which cradled 
every thought, every feeling, every doing and leaving, and 
that infested even the oblivion of sleep with a sense of intoler 
able, irremediable wrong, and made of awaking a nightmare? 
That passed a sponge over the acutest feelings of private life, 
that made a mist of man's single joys and griefs beside the 
burning shameful tragedy of the nations? That made of 
every necessary act of life a guilty thing, because of that 
VOL. CCVIII.?NO. 752 7 
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bleeding human barricade along the front? There, behind 
the avowed and the exulting instruments of it, lay the dark 
and distant lair of violence, in the womb of creation itself. 

Let the peace-mongers track their way thither, and call their 
wares in that market. 

But for himself, he was not content to lay the blame on 
the beginnings of things. It was there, but it was here and 
now, too. He groaned under a sense of personal guilt. He 

could unload it on no other shoulders. Not even on the Gov 

ernment. The governments of the democratic countries were 

the scapegoats on which every irresponsible egotist, every 
fool enamored of his own voice, every fanatic worshiping his 

private fetish, piled up the guilt of the shambles. They could 
tell you beforehand, or could have if they had been asked, 
that such and such a measure was doomed to disaster. Safe 

against betrayal by the incalculable elements in men's na 

tures, secure against committal to the all-decisive art, dealing 
not with the direction of men but with the manipulation of 

phrases, they could find excuses for the enemy, see some good 
in an ally, but no quarter on any ground must be given to 

their own leaders. A facile inversion had been their way 
of dealing with the Jingo. It had been enacted in their 
conventicles that the Government could do no right and the 

dogma had been fed to the multitude, till all relative values? 
the only sort that had been won by ages of struggle against 
the instinct of the mere brute in us?were obliterated, lost in 
the whirl of furious class passion. 

The Bourgeois. Behold the scapegoat for the sins of the 
world! To taunt and flout the bourgeois had become the 
badge of respectability of the popes of progress. His little 
virtue had had its day. He had only conceived the idea of 

political equality, and fought for it and died for it. He had 
fancied that he was fighting the battle of mankind, but that 

was only his self-delusion. In reality he was fighting only 
for his class, though his banner flew the colors of humanity. 

To-day, Progress professed to redeem humanity by flatly 
proclaiming the rights of a class. And there was the curious 
thing about it that the leaders in this cry were themselves 
bourgeois. And while so engaged they continued to lead 
lives indistinguishable from the bourgeois, save in opinion. 

They were bourgeois born, bourgeois bred, bourgeois housed 
and clothed and fed and served, but their opinions saved them 
from being bourgeois damned. The paradox had become a 
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sort of jaunty standing joke among themselves. They had 
the attitude toward the birth of the new era of a skilled and 
rather fashionable obstetrician; awaiting the advent of the 
heir he is about to usher into existence. By uncovering the 
economic motive, they had got society on their slide. And 
there they sat in the laboratory they had made of the world, 
and with one eye at the microscope they wrote books, proving 
that war was impossible because they had proved war didn't 
pay, and that business efficiency would of itself carry us into 
the millennium, because poverty didn't pay even to the rich ; 
and all that was needed was a really exhaustive card-cata 

logue. Scientific viewpoint, correlation, complex of energies, 
Monistic Sunday sermons, class-consciousness . . . 

His thought drifted away from the chorus and turned to 
the sort of relief that came with the momentary hush that 
had fallen with the first note of the tocsin. He loathed and 
hated war. But the meaning of peace to these progressives, 
the little mechanical future they were plotting and planning, 
had almost discredited a world not in arms. He did not dis 
trust their sincerity. He distrusted their judgment. They 
had misjudged both the strength of the forces they were try 
ing to stir in men, and of the forces they were wishing to 
supersede. He remembered hearing a French socialist pub 
licly pitying the Kaiser, in a speech in New York some fifteen 
years ago, because he could do nothing that the socialist lead 
ers at Paris and Berlin wouldn't want him to do. And every 
one had laughed and applauded. It had become simply bad 
form to suggest that there was any strength left in the forces 
of aggression anywhere, except in the bourgeois of your own 
nation. The fiat had gone forth that there should be a new 
alignment, and woe to him who did not carry over into it all 
the old suspicions, hatreds, feuds. New presbyter is old 
priest, writ large. Oh, for a Milton, for a man to see that 
the new moral courage was to expose the shallow thinking, 
the blind vanity, the spiritual tyranny of the new social 

Pharisee ! But Milton was a poet, not a versifier, and he died 
blind, and amid the ruin of his hopes precipitated by the 
petty ignorant builders who had thrust themselves and their 
designs between his vision of freedom and its accomplish 

ment. Blind, but indomitable, bequeathing a last clear song 
of the unconquerable will to freedom to cheer the night 

watcher. 

Yes, at night you could still hear the voice of the poets. 
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By day, it was otherwise. For the lull rung out by the 
tocsin had ended almost with its echo. And while the thunder 
of the trains filled the night yonder in France, pouring the 

men snatched from their innocent round into the furnace of 

modern war, the writers were already sharpening their pens, 
and the talkers getting their tongues into a new twist, to 

prove that mankind, not their theories, were wrong. The 

sentimentalists shouted 
" 

love your enemies," of course to the 

soldiers on their own side, and again it was shockingly bad 
taste to permit your ears to hear the hymns of hate lustily 
intoned in the opposite camp. Everyone who did hear was 
branded as a reactionary. And the old impugning of motives 

went on, and the air was thick with pronunciamentos that 

the Allies must carry out or be eternally branded as liars and 
traitors, and meeting after meeting was delivered of pro 

grammes for the instantaneous righting of immemorial subtle 
wrongs, and never a word nor a line about how it was actually 
to be done. As if it was as easy as lying, or as easy to set up 
nations in stable and perfect contentment, as to push a man 

over a cliff or a nation into the bottomless pit of anarchy. 
And one philosopher straightway wrote a book to prove that 
the Germans had come to be what they were because they 

were idealists and mystics, and another wrote a book proving 
that it was because they were materialists and atheists, and 
the proofs of both were irrefragable. And he remembered 
the columns of a little paper published in Switzerland that 

went into a perfect frenzy of delight over the exposure of the 
Christian orthodox and their tribal war-gods, until it was 

suppressed; while the orthodox were heralding a great re 

ligious revival, and an English novelist was going about dis 

concerting people by writing up a new God to suit the occa 
sion, as a panacea for the national breakdown in the attempt 
to preserve the peace of Europe. Everywhere in the democ 
racies there rose from the leaders of the cohorts they had 

marshalled before the war the cry of 
" 

I told you so "; while 
the feudal centres, spiritual and terrestrial, sat tight and 
acted. Their ancient subtlety smiled to see the parties that 
had long denounced them now industriously forging the 

weapons to their own undoing; leaving it to the demagogues 
across the trenches to spill ink for them and write them back 
into favor, while their iron-clad army spilled the red blood 
of the manhood served up to them naked of all but their 

splendid will to resist. But they would in time dig themselves 
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into that blood and that will, even as they had dug themselves 
into the soil of the earth herself. Already human memory, 
ill-fashioned to remember wrongs not personally suffered, 

was letting the first horrid facts fade out. The Machine, the 
monstrous Abstraction, the State, the recognized beloved off 

spring of the Church her mother, was riding to her long hour 
of triumph over the single reality, the separate individual 

man, because, forsooth, he could not conquer himself, because 

still, like a child, he must have all, or nothing. 
Not that there was anything helpful in thinking that way 

about it. His mind was only at its old trick again,?going 
over and over to himself, as if somehow it counted in the 
scheme of things, his repudiation of the wretched ignorance 
in which mankind was born to welter, his recoil from the 

presumption of the little minds that had blown themselves 
into prominence by using the breath of progress to speak 

with their voices, not her's, his disgust with all the patents 
served out as ideals. And there slipped into his memory the 

words of a certain Danish novelist (who would never have 

gone about now writing up a new God) speaking in the char 
acter of an experienced man to a young friend who had noble 

hopes of how he could serve mankind. And the words were to 

the effect that his tragedy would not come to him from the 

enemy: it would come from those who would accept his 
ideal, and from what they would make of it. So that in the 
end, it would be to him a vain thing. 

And for a moment, against the weary questioning that 

spun itself like a web into every nook and corner of his brain, 
there rose the picture of this author, who had died with the 
close of his youth. He saw him as a friend had depicted him, 
already dying, in his little room, filled with the perfume of 

hyacinths, which he loved, with his mother beside him, at his 
work. Beautiful unalloyed things he wrote, that lingered 
like a fragrance in the soul. Happy man, to have had so 
clear a call, and his mother to the end. 

And again the desperate loneliness of the creature with 
out parent and without child, the lost feeling of a creature 
torn from his epoch and flung into a new one, where youth 

was told that he was its betrayer, one of the old men feeding 
with avidity on the young sacrificed to his ancient supersti 
tions,?the most infamous lie of all the lies circulated by those 

hungry for office under the new order,?wrung his soul there 
in the darkness. If only he could tell his suffering, not for 
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himself, but for the others in his case; if he could lodge an 

appeal against the cruel injustice of it, an appeal that would 
survive him and his pain as a witness might stand to his testi 

mony until the hour struck when some great advocate would 
come to take it up and bring it before the tribunal of man 
kind,?if only he was not doomed to be one of the dumb ! 

And as if it was the visible symbol of his case, there rose 
before him the vision of two lads, who stood together sobbing, 
in terrible uncontrolled grief, on the railway platform in a 
Swiss town, filled with the first trainload of the refugees of 
Belgium. Of all the fearful sights of that huddled stricken 
band, those two boys stood out to him as the worst. Only the 
eternal protest of his soul, he had felt, could make possible 
longer living in a world where that could come to pass. 

The eternal protest of his soul. The thought paused, and 
stayed with him. Till it became a companion. Until he felt 
that he was no longer lonely, no longer alone. In that 

thought his mother was speaking, near and clear her voice 
sounded as when, long ago, they were poor and shabby and 

happy together, full of the exquisite happiness of hope. 
Vague and beautiful hope of a bright and far future, which 
the work they were so busy on to-day was helping to bring 
about and to bring near. What if his vocation was to be a 

part of the eternal protest, protest not by act nor by word nor 

by pen, but by the anguish of his soul, the wracking of every 
fibre of his being? Was there ?o court where these were 
audible, no judge whose ear heard their cry? Did it not count 
in that sum of things that embraced so much beyond man's 

pattering volubility, that, stretched on the incessant rack of 
life, he had never recanted? That now, when violence had 

captured to its suffrage a whole people, he could feel a deeper 
pain, a more obstinate protest, than any which his own private 
suffering had called forth, in the long struggle when in a 
thousand insidious ways violence was defacing his soul? On 
the viewless battlefield where man's spirit fought and fell, 
his own, though mutilated past recognition, still breathed no 
surrender. What more need he ask? 

As if the last answer to the last question he should put 
to life had been given, a quiet like the breath of the living 
air slowly drew into his soul. The thousand details of things 
receded, and in their place loomed the vast outline of a phase 
of mankind. 

" 
A phase of headlong inner dissolution, of furi 

ous antipathies, antinomies, of which the red drama on the 
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visible stage was the projection; a phase, too, of unexampled 

sympathies, swift and splendid visions of the beauty inherent 
in all Nature, of heroic tenderness and stern endurance. In 

the soul of man the clash of mighty opposites had ploughed 
the bleeding furrows, and yonder in the shadow of the future 
stood what new sower, with what new seed? The unfocussed 

will, the hunted passions, the dry-rot of sentimentalism?all 
was being ploughed under; but whatever perennial seed the 
age bore would cleave the sod at the appointed time. High 
above the battlefield the invisible eternal hands of fallen poets 
held safe the sacred cup of the wine of life, never purer, never 
so precious as now. 

He opened his eyes, and looked from his high window into 
the sweep of blue mysterious air, shimmering with the beams 
of the waning moon. Against it the white towers of the city 
rose like unlit tapers, and the massed ware-houses were 

blocked out like humped and giant watchers, against the 
sheeted silver of the Sound. Across the misty harbor there 
stole, dark, without bugle or farewell, the great troop-ship 
toward the first faint whitening of the dawn. 

F. V. Keys. 
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